Cyber threats are constantly evolving. Defending against malicious activity requires specialized security expertise armed with proven methodology and advanced technology. Do you have the resources to effectively detect, investigate and respond to cyber-threats 24x7x365?

Trustwave Threat Detection and Response services provide quick and effective response to cyber-threats to minimize – or even eliminate – potential damages from malicious activity. Leveraging a global network of 24x7x365 global Advanced Security Operations Centers (ASOCs), experienced Trustwave security analysts conduct advanced threat detection, analysis, investigation and response based on your organization’s security needs. These services integrate renown Trustwave SpiderLabs research, digital forensic and incident response (DFIR), testing, and threat intel Fusion Center teams, providing a significant advantage in support of focused, timely, and actionable responses to potential cyber-attacks.

**Managed Detection**

Successful network device and application analysis takes time and expertise, and advanced threats and attackers don’t wait for anyone. Trustwave Managed Detection services help to quickly and effectively make sense of this data by providing the platform, processes and people to monitor, detect and alert on threats.

Trustwave offers two levels of the Managed Detection service:

- **Essential** provides target automated data collection & analysis findings, provided by expert Trustwave security analysts, in a daily review.
- **Complete** provides 24x7 security threat monitoring, investigation and notification by analysts from analysts in the nine global Trustwave Advanced Security Operations Centers (ASOCs).

**Managed Detection & Response (MDR)**

Trustwave MDR is a comprehensive managed service that combines people, process and technology to identify and respond to advanced threats. It delivers 24x7 threat monitoring, deep investigation, quick notification, and remediation.

Trustwave offers two levels of the MDR service:

- **Essential** provides 24x7 technology-based automated root cause analysis, investigation, and response to protect your environment against advanced threats.
- **Complete** provides 24x7 advanced threat detection and investigation with containment & remediation actions on your behalf. MDR Complete provide full digital forensics investigations, proactive and continuous threat hunting, and managed IR capabilities that allow DFIR response to target cyber-attacks in minutes.
Why Trustwave

- **Experienced Security Partner.** Trustwave has helped customers meet security and compliance goals for more than 20 years.
- **Follow-the-Threat Security Operations.** We deliver our Threat Detection & Response services through a global network of Advanced Security Operation Centers (ASOCs) staffed around the clock to monitor for and immediately respond to security incidents.
- **Trustwave SpiderLabs.** Our services leverage the collective security experience of this renowned group of global researchers, digital forensics investigators, incident responders, and penetration testers.
- **Trustwave Threat Intelligence Fusion Center.** Our cybersecurity command center employs pioneering actionable threat intelligence to track threat actors, detect them with their clients, and instantly kill those threats inside an organization down to individual endpoints, a feat unprecedented in the managed security services industry.
- **Flexibility.** Choose the level of service that’s right for your organization and have the flexibility to change as your needs change.